Abstract

Data mining refers to extracting or mining knowledge from large amounts of data. Among the various data mining tasks sequential pattern mining is one of the most important tasks. It has broad applications in several domains such as the analysis of customer purchase patterns, web access patterns, seismologic data, and weather observations. Sequential pattern mining consists of mining subsequences that appear frequently in a set of sequences. Sequential pattern mining was first introduced by Rakesh Agarwal and Ramakrishnan Srikant in 1995. Many novel approaches for sequential pattern mining were proposed like Apriori, AprioriALL, GSP, SPADE, SPAM and PrefixSpan. In this paper, the performance of state-of-the-art sequential pattern mining algorithms PrefixSpan and SPAM is evaluated. From the comprehensive experiments what have been done several phenomena were observed which are different from the traditional standpoint will be explained in this paper.
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